
                                                     

TEXPRINT DISCHARGE BASE BIO
Code: AM100635

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Two-component  water-based  inks  for  discharge
textile printing.

GENERAL FEATURES

PREPARATION
TEXPRINT  DISCHARGE  BIO is  a  two-component
ink.  It  must  be  mixed  with  6%  of  TEXPRINT
CORRODENTE BIO.
TEXPRINT  DISCHARGE  BIO can  be  pigmented
with  TEXPRINT  COLORANTI (those  selected  for
discharge printing, see relating colour chart). 
If an optical white effect is required, may add up
to max .10% of  TEXPRINT COLORANTE BIANCO
(suitable for discharge printing). We recommend
to  prepare  the  colour  mixture  in  advance  and
then, as last things before printing, add TEXPRINT
CORRODENTE BIO. 
The  activator  quantity  can  be  improved  up  to
10%. 
The  mixture  (TEXPRINT  DISCHARGE BASE BIO +
TEXPRINT CORRODENTE BIO) has a pot-life of 8
hours.

PRINTING
It is always better to check that the fabric has
been  dyed  through  dischargable  dyes.
Generally we suggest to print the dark colours

first,  in  order  to  keep  the  brightness  of  the
final effect.
We recommend to regulate the out of contact
and the squeege pressure. 
We  advise  to  use  as  photo-emulsion  Amex
SCREEN SOL Q BLU or  SCREEN SOL GK BLU
catalysed.
According  the  printing  process  you  can  use
screens  with  43-55  mesh  both  with  manual
and authomatic machines.

CURING
In order to achieve a good polimerization we
advise to cure the printed fabric still wet into
oven at 160°C for 3 minutes. 
The fabric does not need to be washed before
using.

CLEANING
Wash tools with water

PACKING
TEXPRINT DISCHARGE BASE BIO  is available in 5,
30 and 60 Kg.
TEXPRINT  DISCHARGE  CORRODENTE BIO is
available in 1 e 5 Kg

NOTE

 Before to use the ink in production, we
suggest  to  make  some  test  in  order  to
evaluate  if  the  product  satisfies  the
requirement.

 Fabrics  cured  following  indicated
instructions have good domestic washing
resistance (40°C, soft wash) , 
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Amex srl gives the a/m suggestions as guidelines for the customer and assumes no liability direct or indirect for any improper use. It is the user's
responsibility to determine the suitability of the product to the intended use according to working conditions.
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